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Te Kaupapa | Purpose
1.

This joint briefing is provided by the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment
(MBIE), and the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA).

2.

It summarises the recommendations provided at the conclusion of the Social
Enterprise Development Programme (SEDP) and identifies opportunities for
progressing these. It also outlines the appropriate roles and activities for MBIE and
DIA.

3.

The briefing builds on those provided by DIA on 9 April 2021 to the Minister for the
Community and Voluntary Sector [CVS202100072 refers], and by MBIE on 23 June
2021 to the Minister for Economic and Regional Development [2021-4170 refers].
These briefings included summaries of the SEDP’s final report, A Roadmap for Impact
(the Report).

Social enterprises
4.

A social enterprise is generally defined as a business or entity that aims for social,
cultural and/or environmental impact alongside revenue generation. This dual focus
means they are considered to be at the forefront of impact investment as an emerging
trend.

5.

Social enterprises are part of the private sector, but do not necessarily constitute a
discrete sector of their own. A social enterprise can be a firm or entity of any shape or
size with the intention to invest for social and/or environmental impact alongside
financial return.

The Social Enterprise Development Programme (SEDP)
6.

In June 2017, Cabinet agreed to fund the SEDP to explore the socio-economic
contribution made by social enterprise in Aotearoa New Zealand, including growth
opportunities and barriers [EGI-16-MIN-0309 refers].This was a $5.55 million-dollar
investment phased over four years.

7.

DIA and the Ākina Foundation 1 were responsible for the SEDP with support from crossagency steering and governance groups. The SDEP concluded in March 2021 and
provided the Report. The release of the Report represents the end of the Department’s
oversight of the SDEP.

8.

Further detail on the SEDP scope and activity can be found in Appendix A.

SEDP report recommendations
9.

Briefly stated, the Report found that social enterprise plays an important socioeconomic role with potential to help Government progress financial, social and
environmental priorities. To help realise this, the Report recommended use of the
following levers:
•

Social procurement: use of social enterprise to support priorities through the
government procurement process.

1 A private sector consultancy

with an emphasis on social and environmentally-focussed initiatives.
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•

Measurement: consistent and transparent social enterprise outcome measures
across the public sector.

•

Investment: dedicated social enterprise funding in partnership with the private
sector.

•

Capability building: tools to assist to social enterprise development.

•

Leadership and responsibility: an identified agency with responsibility for a crossgovernment approach to progressing the above, and social enterprise support
generally.

10.

Specific recommendations accompanied each lever. These can be found in
Appendix B.

11.

The private-sector nature of social enterprises is reflected in the Report’s
recommendations, which focus more on impact investing than the creation of, or
support for, social enterprises.

DIA contributes to the social enterprise sector through grants funding and support
for charities
12.

Although primarily business-focussed and part of the private sector, social enterprises
can play a role in contributing to the community and voluntary sector’s goals. DIA
supports this through its grants funding and charities work programmes, albeit it in a
limited way.

Social enterprises can receive funding through grants schemes administered by DIA
13.

Grant funding bodies, such as that from the Lottery Grants Board, are available for
social enterprises to seek financial support from. Grant decisions are made by
independent committees, and applications must relate to their priorities and those of
individual funds.

14.

There are some challenges if social enterprises prioritise this as a funding source. Social
enterprises are generally able to generate their own capital. This means they are less
of a priority for contestable, over-subscribed grants than community groups without
access to the same level of business support.

DIA registers, monitors and supports charities
15.

DIA can assist a social enterprise that wishes to register as a charity. To meet the
requirements for registration under the Charities Act, the social enterprise needs to
provide public benefit. Any profits created must be used for further charitable
purposes. Recognising that social enterprises are primarily business-focussed and part
of the private sector, this may limit the numbers of social enterprises that qualify.
MBIE contributes to the social enterprise sector through its existing work programme.

MBIE contributes to the social enterprise sector through its existing work
programme
16.

As the Government’s lead business-facing agency, MBIE’s work programme offers
opportunities to support impact investment and social enterprise in the private sector.
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17.

Examples of this include policy and operational work on procurement for broader
outcomes, access to finance, and management capability and through its regional and
business support programmes and networks.

18.

One channel for support is the Regional Strategic Partnership Fund (RSPF), which is
designed as an impact investment approach. This is one of the Government’s first
attempts to systematically implement an impact investment approach. Managed by
Kānoa-RDU, a wide range of Māori, community and commercial partners will be
worked with on projects from small scale to large to deliver RSPF impact investments
framed by the PRISM vision for regional economies. This process will provide a
foundation of data and experience which can be built on and shared across
government.

19.

Appendix C provides a matrix of Government responses to the SEDP Report
recommendations and indicates possible options and areas of alignment for current
and future work.
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Appendix A: SEDP – scope and activities
The SDEP commenced in 2018 and concluded on 31 March 2021. Its purpose was to:
•

understand and support conditions for social enterprise to grow and be sustainable.

•

obtain and use data to understand the social enterprise contribution to the
Government’s economic, social and environmental goals.

•

Identify social sector support needs after the conclusion of the SDEP.

SDEP actions:
•

produced and commissioned a series of reports on topics such as social enterprise
history, financing social enterprise, legal frameworks, and contribution potential.

•

Formed cross-agency and public-private working and advisory groups including a
sector working group.

•

Created an online social enterprise procurement marketplace.

•

Tested place-based networks as a means of support for social enterprise.

•

Assisted social enterprises in measuring, recording, and communicating their impact.

•

Supported sector representation at the 2018 Social Enterprise World Forum, 2018
Aotearoa Social Enterprise Forum and 2020 Aotearoa Conversations.

•

Worked with MBIE on social enterprise-relevant resources for small businesses.

•

Administered Impact Investment Readiness Grants, enabling social enterprises to
access legal and financial support.
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6. Invest in gathering and
sharing relevant
government data, so that
the government and social
enterprises have greater
understanding of how social
enterprise is contributing to
government goals

The gathering of effective data is an
essential part of implementing impact
investment approaches and, as agencies
increasingly do so, will need to be built
into programme design. As with the
development of a consistent set of
impact indicators, relevant data will be
appropriately shared to enable stronger
understanding of how social enterprise
contributes to government goals, and
the future development of successful
impact investment support programmes.

7. Utilise social enterprise
models to achieve
government goals

The Government’s support for the trend
of impact investing, by implementing
and learning from impact investment
programmes like the RSPF, will
contribute to greater adoption of social
enterprise models by a range of firms
and entities.
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